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No Second Chance Harlan Coben
Sports agent Myron Bolitar rushes to find out the truth when the future of his star client,
rookie quarterback Christian Steele, is threatened by the reappearance of a former
girlfriend everyone believed to be dead.
Mickey Bolitar is forced to live with his Uncle Myron and switch high schools, where he
finds both friends and enemies, but when his girlfriend vanishes, he follows her trail into
an underworld that reveals she is not what she seems to be.
America has enemies--ruthless people that the police, the FBI, even the military can't
stop. That's when the U.S. government calls on Will Robie, a stone cold hitman who
never questions orders and always nails his target. But Will Robie may have just made
the first--and last--mistake of his career . . . THE INNOCENT It begins with a hit gone
wrong. Robie is dispatched to eliminate a target unusually close to home in
Washington, D.C. But something about this mission doesn't seem right to Robie, and
he does the unthinkable. He refuses to kill. Now, Robie becomes a target himself and
must escape from his own people. Fleeing the scene, Robie crosses paths with a
wayward teenage girl, a fourteen-year-old runaway from a foster home. But she isn't an
ordinary runaway-her parents were murdered, and her own life is in danger. Against all
of his professional habits, Robie rescues her and finds he can't walk away. He needs to
help her. Even worse, the more Robie learns about the girl, the more he's convinced
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she is at the center of a vast cover-up, one that may explain her parents' deaths and
stretch to unimaginable levels of power. Now, Robie may have to step out of the
shadows in order to save this girl's life . . . and perhaps his own.
Tia and Mike Baye never imagined they'd become the type of overprotective parents
who spy on their kids. But their 16-year-old son Adam has been unusually distant lately,
and after the suicide of his classmate Spencer, they can't help but worry. They install a
sophisticated spy program on Adam's computer, and within days they are jolted by a
message from an unknown correspondent addressed to their son: 'Just stay quiet and
all safe.' Meanwhile, browsing through an online memorial for Spencer, Betsy Hill is
struck by a photo that appears to have been taken on the night of her son's death and
he wasn't alone. She thinks it is Adam Baye standing just outside the camera's range,
but when Adam goes missing, it soon becomes clear that something deep and sinister
has infected their community...
"Previously published in SPI Books and Signet editions."--Title page verso.
From the #1 bestselling author and creator of hit Netflix series THE STRANGER "Run
Away confirms one of the world’s finest thriller writers is at the very top of his game."
PETER JAMES "Coben never, ever lets you down - but this one is really special." LEE
CHILD ______________________ YOUR DAUGHTER IS MISSING. YOU'LL RISK
ANYTHING TO FIND HER. And then you see her, frightened and clearly in trouble. You
approach her, beg her to come home. SHE RUNS. You follow her into a dark,
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dangerous world where no-one is safe and murder is commonplace. NOW IT'S YOUR
LIFE ON THE LINE... ______________________ "The modern master of the hook and
twist" DAN BROWN "A twisty thriller that’ll keep you up way past any sensible lights
out time" HEAT "Wonderful ... yet another winner" RICHARD OSMAN "The king of
twisty thrillers returns. This is worth turning off your phone for!" CLOSER "[Coben's]
writing and storytelling are firing on all cylinders and the seemingly straightforward tale
takes a sharp turn when it's least expected" DAILY MAIL "Run Away is Harlan Coben at
the height of his narrative mastery... as a thriller it's a narcotic... unmissable." SHOTS
MAGAZINE "The award-winning Coben once again gets his hook into you and twists to
keep you snared." RTE GUIDE "Few of Harlan Coben’s thrillers are anything less than
gripping, but every now and again he writes one that exceeds his own high standards.
Run Away is one." THE TIMES ONLINE "A twisty, disturbing and poignant thriller"
WOMAN
Years after being released from jail, Matt Hunter's hopes of moving on with his
pregnant wife are shattered when he becomes the focus of a serial murder
investigation.

Edgar Award-winner Harlan Coben brings us his most astonishing—and deeply
personal—novel yet. And it all begins when Myron Bolitar’s ex tells him he’s a
father . . . of a dying thirteen-year-old boy. Myron never saw it coming. A surprise
visit from an ex-girlfriend is unsettling enough. But Emily Downing’s news brings
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him to his knees. Her son Jeremy is dying and needs a bone-marrow
transplant—from a donor who has vanished without a trace. Then comes the real
shocker: The boy is Myron’s son, conceived the night before her wedding to
another man. Staggered by the news, Myron plunges into a search for the
missing donor. But finding him means cracking open a dark mystery that involves
a broken family, a brutal kidnapping spree, and the FBI. Somewhere in the sordid
mess is the donor who disappeared. And as doubts emerge about Jeremy’s true
paternity, a child vanishes, igniting a chain reaction of heartbreaking truth and
chilling revelation. Praise for Darkest Fear “A slam dunk . . . You race to turn the
pages . . . both suspenseful and often surprisingly funny.”—People
“Terrific.”—Boston Globe “A winner.”—Orlando Sentinel “Fast-paced . . . layered
with both tenderness and fun . . . Coben [is] a gifted storyteller.”—Denver Post
When his child is taken, a father will stop at nothing to get her back in this
explosive, white-knuckle thriller from the bestselling author and creator of the hit
Netflix drama The Stranger. When the first bullet hit my chest, I thought of my
daughter... Shot twice by an unseen assailant, Dr. Marc Seidman lies in a
hospital bed. His wife has been killed. His six-month-old daughter has vanished.
But just when his world seems forever shattered, the ransom note arrives: We
are watching. If you contact the authorities, you will never see your daughter
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again. There will be no second chance. With no one to trust, and mired in a
deepening quicksand of deception and deadly secrets, Marc clings to one
unwavering vow: bring home his daughter, at any cost.
#1 New York Times Bestselling novelist Harlan Coben partners with a talented
debut illustrator in this fantastical and funny adventure for fans of David Wiesner
and William Joyce It's family dinner night, and Walden would like to be anywhere
other than the kitchen in the middle of chores. Suddenly his wish is granted: He is
magically swooped into one of his own drawings on the fridge, and finds himself
on a one-of-a-kind adventure. After battling a crayon monster, he catches a plane
ride into an old photo, escapes a troop of monkeys by cannonballing into an
aquarium ticket, survives an ice-maker earthquake, and more. Kids will love
studying the dynamic, comic-book-inspired illustrations in this zany, surprise-filled
journey that culminates in a heartfelt appreciation of family.
Fifteen years ago, two teenagers were mysteriously found dead by the old
railroad tracks in a small affluent town in New Jersey. One of them was Nap
Dumas' twin, Leo, and the other, the town's sheriff's daughter. Most people
concluded it a double suicide, others, just didn't buy it. Nap has dedicated his life
to finding out what really happened that summer and when his missing exgirlfriend's fingerprints show up at a crime scene, he's thrown into a labyrinth of
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dark family secrets and lies. Teaming up with the now retired sheriff, the two
embark on a search for the truth where they will discover that conspiracies big
and small can kill.
The bestselling author and creator of the hit Netflix drama The Stranger explores
the dangers of obsession in this #1 New York Times bestselling masterpiece of
modern suspense. Six years have passed since Jake Fisher watched Natalie, the
love of his life, marry another man. Six years of hiding a broken heart by throwing
himself into his career as a college professor. Six years of keeping his promise to
leave Natalie alone, and six years of tortured dreams of her life with her new
husband, Todd. But six years haven’t come close to extinguishing his feelings,
and when Jake comes across Todd’s obituary, he can’t keep himself away from
the funeral. There he gets the glimpse of Todd’s wife he’s hoping for...but she is
not Natalie. As Jake searches for the truth, his picture-perfect memories of
Natalie begin to unravel. Mutual friends of the couple either can’t be found, or
don’t remember Jake. No one has seen Natalie in years. And soon, Jake’s
search for the woman who broke his heart puts his very life at risk as he
uncovers the secrets and lies that love can hide....
From internationally bestselling author Harlan Coben comes this third actionpacked installment of his bestselling young adult series. It’s been eight months
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since Mickey Bolitar witnessed the shocking, tragic death of his father. Eight
months of lies, dark secrets, and unanswered questions. While he desperately
wants answers, Mickey’s sophomore year of high school brings on a whole new
set of troubles. Spoon is in the hospital, Rachel won’t tell him where he stands,
his basketball teammates hate him . . . and then there’s Ema’s surprise
announcement: She has an online boyfriend, and he’s vanished. As he’s
searching for Ema’s missing boyfriend (who may not even exist!), Mickey also
gets roped into helping his nemesis, Troy Taylor, with a big problem. All the
while, Mickey and his friends are pulled deeper into the mysteries surrounding
the Abeona Shelter, risking their lives to find the answers—until the shocking
climax, where Mickey finally comes face-to-face with the truth about his father.
Ten years after the high-profile kidnapping of two young boys, only one returns
home in this gripping #1 New York Times bestselling Myron Bolitar thriller from
the bestselling author and creator of the hit Netflix drama The Stranger. A decade
ago, kidnappers grabbed two boys from wealthy families and demanded ransom,
then went silent. No trace of the boys ever surfaced. For ten years their families
have been left with nothing but painful memories and a quiet desperation for the
day that has finally, miraculously arrived: Myron Bolitar and his friend Win believe
they have located one of the boys, now a teenager. Where has he been for ten
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years, and what does he know about the day, more than half a life ago, when he
was taken? And most critically: What can he tell Myron and Win about the fate of
his missing friend? Drawing on his singular talent, Harlan Coben delivers an
explosive and deeply moving thriller about friendship, family, and the meaning of
home.
The bestselling author and creator of the hit Netflix drama The Stranger delivers a #1
New York Times bestseller that asks how well parents really know their children—and
puts them on a technological roller coaster of their worst fears. “We’re losing him.”
With those words, Mike and Tia Baye decide to spy on their sixteen-year-old son Adam,
who has become increasingly moody and withdrawn since the suicide of his best friend.
The software they install on his computer shows them every Web site visited, every email sent or received, every instant message. And each keystroke draws them deeper
and deeper into a maze of mayhem and violence that could destroy them all....
A brilliant thriller from 'one of the most sheerly entertaining and accomplished writers in
the genre' [DAILY EXPRESS]. Marc Seidman's idyllic world is brutally ripped apart
when he is gunned down in his home. Twelve days later he wakes up in hospital to
learn that his wife is dead and his baby daughter Tara is missing. A ransom demand is
made and agreed to. But something goes terribly wrong. The kidnappers escape, and
Marc remembers the ransom note's ominous warning: there will be no second chance.
An agonising eighteen months pass with no word. And then, as Marc has just about
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given up all hope of seeing his daughter again, a package arrives with a note attached:
want a second chance? The note is chilling, but Marc sees only one thing: the chance
to save his daughter. And, haunted by deception and deadly secrets - about his wife,
about an old love, and about his own past - he vows to bring Tara home ... at any cost.
An ordinary snapshot causes a mother’s world to unravel in this shocking thriller from
the bestselling author and creator of the hit Netflix drama The Stranger. When Grace
Lawson picks up a newly developed set of family photographs, there is a picture that
doesn't belong-a photo from at least twenty years ago with a man in it who looks
strikingly like her husband, Jack. And though Jack denies it's him, he disappears that
night, taking the photo with him. Now, to save her family from a fierce, silent killer who
will stop at nothing to get the photo, Grace must confront the dark corners of her own
tragic past....
EXPLORACIONES transforms students into culturally competent Spanish speakers by
providing learning strategies, systematic self-assessments, integration of the National
Standards, and a focus on the practical purposes of language study. Created through a
“student-tested, faculty-approved” review process with thousands of students and
hundreds of faculty, this text is an engaging and accessible solution. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
The author offers an account of his near-death experience, his journey into a hellish
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world of darkness that revealed the consequences of a life lived for self alone, his
escape to the regions of light, and the transformative impact of the experience.
A widowed veteran gets the shock of her life in this impossible-to-put-down thriller from
the bestselling author and creator of the hit Netflix drama The Stranger. In the course of
eight consecutive #1 New York Times bestsellers, millions of readers have discovered
Harlan Coben’s page-turning thrillers, filled with his trademark edge-of-your-seat
suspense and gut-wrenching emotion. In Fool Me Once, Coben once again outdoes
himself.... Former special ops pilot Maya, home from the war, sees an unthinkable
image captured by her nanny cam while she is at work: her two-year-old daughter
playing with Maya’s husband, Joe—who was brutally murdered two weeks earlier. The
provocative question at the heart of the mystery: Can you believe everything you see
with your own eyes, even when you desperately want to? To find the answer, Maya
must finally come to terms with deep secrets and deceit in her own past before she can
face the unbelievable truth about her husband—and herself.
When tragedy strikes close to home, Mickey Bolitar and his new friends find themselves
at the center of a murder mystery.
The bestselling author and creator of the hit Netflix drama The Stranger ratchets up the
tension as sports agent Myron Bolitar gets mixed up in some international intrigue in
this #1 New York Times bestseller. With an early morning phone call, an old flame
wakes Myron Bolitar from sleep. Terese Collins is in Paris, and she needs his help. In
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her debt, Myron makes the trip, and learns of a decade-long secret: Terese once had a
daughter who died in a car accident. Now it seems as though that daughter may be
alive—and tied to a sinister plot with shocking global implications....
NOW A NETFLIX ORIGINAL SERIES! A secret destroys a man’s perfect life and
sends him on a collision course with a deadly conspiracy in this shocking thriller from
#1 New York Times bestselling author Harlan Coben. The stranger appears out of
nowhere, perhaps in a bar, or a parking lot, or at the grocery store. Their identity is
unknown. Their motives are unclear. Their information is undeniable. Then they whisper
a few words in your ear and disappear, leaving you picking up the pieces of your
shattered world.... Adam Price has a lot to lose: a comfortable marriage to a beautiful
woman, two wonderful sons, and all the trappings of the American dream: a big house,
a good job, a seemingly perfect life. Then he runs into the stranger. When he learns a
devastating secret about his wife, Corinne, he confronts her, and the mirage of
perfection disappears as if it never existed at all. Soon Adam finds himself tangled in
something far darker than even Corinne's deception, and realizes that if he doesn't
make exactly the right moves, the conspiracy he’s stumbled into will not only ruin
lives—it will end them.
In this sixth novel in the award-winning Myron Bolitar series, Harlan Coben delivers a
riveting powerhouse thriller—a twisting mystery of betrayal, family secrets, and murder.
Myron Bolitar’s colleague at MB SportsReps, Esperanza, has been arrested for the
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murder of a client, a fallen baseball star attempting a comeback. Myron is determined to
prove Esperanza’s innocence—even if she won’t speak to him on the advice of her
lawyer, who warns Myron to keep away from both the case and his client. But Myron is
already too close, too involved, and has too much at stake. And the closer Myron gets
to the truth, the more the evidence points to the only viable suspect besides Esperanza:
Myron himself.
The bestselling author and creator of the hit Netflix drama The Stranger delivers a
twisted #1 New York Times bestseller about a man who—with the best of
intentions—opens the wrong door... Reporter Wendy Tynes is making a name for
herself, bringing down sexual offenders on nationally televised sting operations. But
when social worker Dan Mercer walks into her trap, Wendy gets thrown into a story
more complicated than she could ever imagine. Dan is tied to the disappearance of a
seventeen-year-old New Jersey girl, and the shocking consequences will have Wendy
doubting her instincts about the motives of the people around her, while confronting the
true nature of guilt, grief, and her own capacity for forgiveness...
In this #1 New York Times bestselling thriller from Harlan Coben, a dead man's secrets
fall into the hands of a vigilante antihero—drawing him down a dangerous road. Over
twenty years ago, the heiress Patricia Lockwood was abducted during a robbery of her
family's estate, then locked inside an isolated cabin for months. Patricia escaped, but
so did her captors — and the items stolen from her family were never recovered. Until
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now. On the Upper West Side, a recluse is found murdered in his penthouse apartment,
alongside two objects of note: a stolen Vermeer painting and a leather suitcase bearing
the initials WHL3. For the first time in years, the authorities have a lead — not only on
Patricia's kidnapping, but also on another FBI cold case — with the suitcase and painting
both pointing them toward one man. Windsor Horne Lockwood III — or Win, as his few
friends call him — doesn't know how his suitcase and his family's stolen painting ended
up with a dead man. But his interest is piqued, especially when the FBI tells him that
the man who kidnapped his cousin was also behind an act of domestic terrorism — and
that the conspirators may still be at large. The two cases have baffled the FBI for
decades, but Win has three things the FBI doesn't: a personal connection to the case;
an ungodly fortune; and his own unique brand of justice.
The worlds of celebrity and sports are brilliantly dissected and turned upside down in
the debut thriller from the bestselling author and creator of the hit Netflix drama The
Stranger. Theirs was a marriage made in tabloid heaven, but no sooner had
supermodel Laura Ayars and Celtics star David Baskin said “I do” than tragedy struck.
While honeymooning on Australia’s Great Barrier Reef, David went out for a swim—and
never returned. Now widowed and grieving, Laura has a thousand questions and no
answers. Her search for the truth will draw her into a web of lies and deception that
stretches back thirty years—while on the court at Boston Garden, a rookie phenom
makes his spectacular debut...
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#1 New York Times bestselling author Harlan Coben proves that the past never truly
fades away as the American dream becomes a nightmare in this shocking thriller.
Megan is a suburban soccer mom who once upon a time walked on the wild side. Ray
used to be a talented documentary photographer, but now finds himself in a dead-end
job posing as a paparazzo. Broome is a detective who can't let go of a cold case. Three
people living lives they never wanted are hiding secrets that even those closest to them
would never suspect. And as each confronts the dark side of the American dream--the
boredom of a nice suburban life, the excitement of temptation, the desperation and
hunger that can lurk behind even the prettiest facades--they will discover the hard truth
that the line between one kind of life and another can be as whisper-thin as a heartbeat.
A counselor of runaways with his own history of broken hearts and death finds himself
caught in a web of lost identities, forgotten nemeses and smoldering grudges.-A perfect family is shattered when their daughter goes missing in this "brilliantly
executed" New York Times bestselling thriller from a "master storyteller" (Providence
Sunday Journal). You've lost your daughter. She's addicted to drugs and to an abusive
boyfriend. And she's made it clear that she doesn't want to be found. Then, by chance,
you see her playing guitar in Central Park. But she's not the girl you remember. This
woman is living on the edge, frightened, and clearly in trouble. You don't stop to think.
You approach her, beg her to come home. She runs. And you do the only thing a
parent can do: you follow her into a dark and dangerous world you never knew existed.
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Before you know it, both your family and your life are on the line. And in order to protect
your daughter from the evils of that world, you must face them head on.
David Beck has rebuilt his life since his wife's murder eight years ago, finishing medical
school and establishing himself as a pediatrician, but he's never forgotten the woman
he fell in love with in second grade. And when a mysterious e-mail arrives on the
anniversary of their first kiss, with a message and an image that leads him to wonder
whether Elizabeth might still be alive, Beck will stop at nothing to find the truth that's
eluded him for so many years. A powerful billionaire is equally determined to make sure
his role in her disappearance never comes to light, even if it means destroying an
innocent man.
From the bestselling author and creator of the hit Netflix drama The Stranger comes the
#1 New York Times bestseller about the ties we have to our past—and the lies that bind
us together—as the ultimate Internet scam unfolds... Surfing an online dating site, NYPD
detective Kat Donovan feels her whole world explode. Staring back at her is her exfiancé, the man who shattered her heart—and whom she hasn’t seen in eighteen years.
But when Kat reaches out to the man in the profile, an unspeakable conspiracy comes
to light. As Kat begins to investigate, her feelings are challenged about everyone she’s
ever loved—even her father, whose cruel murder so long ago has never been fully
explained. With lives on the line, including her own, Kat must venture deeper into the
darkness than she ever has before and discover if she has the strength to survive what
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she finds there.
It began with a phone call... Has he now made a promise he can't keep? A gripping
Myron Bolitar novel from the SUNDAY TIMES bestselling author of SIX YEARS. The
2am phone call is from a young, frightened, lost girl who has called the one adult who
had promised to help her if she ever got into any trouble: Myron Bolitar. But his help
proves not to be enough. He picks her up from a cold street corner and - against his
better judgment - is persuaded to drop her at an unknown address. This is a mistake
that he lives to regret, for Aimee Biel's final wave from a darkened porch turns out to be
the last time anyone will see her... Driven by guilt and the desperation of her family,
Myron decides to break his vow of six years and get involved in the search. But his past
will not be buried so easily ... and Myron must decide once and for all what he will stand
up for if he is to have any hope of rescuing both Aimee and himself.
In this gripping new thriller from the No 1 Sunday Times bestselling author and creator
of The Stranger, Wilde follows a tip that he hopes will finally solve the mystery of his
abandonment, but instead sends him straight into the arms of a serial killer. As a young
child, Wilde was found living a feral existence in the Ramapo mountains of New Jersey.
He has grown up knowing nothing of his family, and even less about his own identity.
He is known simply as Wilde, the boy from the woods. But when a match at an online
ancestry database puts him on the trail of a close relative - the first family member he
has ever known - he thinks he might be about to solve the mystery of who he really is.
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Only this relation disappears as quickly as he's resurfaced, having experienced an epic
fall from grace that can only be described as a waking nightmare. Undaunted, Wilde
continues his research on DNA websites where he becomes caught up in a community
of doxxers, a secret group committed to exposing anonymous online trolls. Then one by
one these doxxers start to die, and it soon becomes clear that a serial killer is targeting
this secret community - and that his next victim might be Wilde himself ...
Jack Ryan, Jr.'s race to stop an international criminal conspiracy is intertwined with the
fate of an old friend in this blistering entry in the #1 New York Times bestselling series.
The CIA's deepest secrets are being given away for a larger agenda that will undermine
the entire Western intelligence community. Director of National Intelligence Mary Pat
Foley wants it stopped but doesn't know who, how or why. Jack Ryan, Jr., is dispatched
to Poland on a different mission. The clues are thin, and the sketchy trail dead ends in a
harrowing fight from which he barely escapes with his life. If that's not bad enough,
Jack gets more tragic news. An old friend, who's dying from cancer, has one final
request for Jack. It seems simple enough, but before it's done, Jack will find himself
alone, his life hanging by a thread. If he survives, he'll be one step closer to finding the
shadowy figure behind the CIA leak and its true purpose, but in the process, he'll
challenge the world's most dangerous criminal syndicate with devastating
consequences.
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